Tinnitus is the most prevalent physical disability reported by American service members who participated in military conflict, as well as those who served during peacetime (Source: 2009 VA Benefits Report). Tinnitus sound enrichment devices from manufacturers have increased significantly in the last five years, suggesting some manufacturers are adapting and developing technology according to the ever changing needs of servicemembers and veterans beyond amplification.

One noted problem is that few devices treat both hearing loss and tinnitus in one system. If such a device is available in a combination unit, rarely has the hearing technology been considered premium technology. That means there has been limited flexibility to adapt to the hearing needs of the client, as well as any modifications to the sound therapy plan as suggested by the Veterans Administration (VA) accepted Progressive Tinnitus Management Program. Tinnitus tools should include the flexibility to treat tinnitus in a relaxing, calming or soothing manner with dynamic sound enrichment with or without hearing loss (Henry, 2005; Atkinson, Atkinson & Hilgard, 1983; Hallam, Jakes & Hinchcliffe, 1998; Tyler & Baker, 1983).

The ReSound Tinnitus Sound Generator combination unit provides the flexibility to treat hearing loss and tinnitus independently or in a combination approach with premium hearing aid technology. The Tinnitus Sound Generator (TSG) employed in the ReSound TSG combination unit provides steady state broadband white noise, in addition to more dynamic adjustments for sound enrichment. The TSG features are organized in a simple, flexible and intuitive manner ensuring this tinnitus tool’s efficiency during sound therapy sessions.

The purpose of this paper is to present the data from interviews of VA Audiologists, who have used ReSound TSG since being brought on contract in November 2009.

Key topics include:
- Are the ReSound TSG features both beneficial and easy to use considering the nature of busy VA clinics? (Figure 1)
- What features in the ReSound TSG are proving beneficial?
- How should the ReSound TSG devices be used?
- How does ReSound TSG compare to other tinnitus tools or devices? (Figure 2)
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Providing evidence based tinnitus tools for use in VA clinics when managing veterans with tinnitus is critical. ReSound TSG should be used as part of an ongoing, client focused tinnitus program for those suffering from tinnitus with or without hearing loss.

**PURPOSE**

Buck et al (2006) showed: “...to reduce tinnitus, perhaps hearing aids should have the option to produce a neutral sound that could be incorporated into the fitting.”

The goals of the ReSound TSG combination units are to provide premium hearing aid technology and a fully functional and flexible tinnitus solution, in a cosmetically appealing and customizable solution to assist in the management of tinnitus and/or hearing loss, helping to provide relief and a better quality of life.

**BACKGROUND**

ReSound TSG provides exceptional hearing technology with the flexibility of a tinnitus sound therapy system.

“ReSound’s TSG premium hearing technology harnesses all key components of highend, evidence based devices with a focus on clarity in any environment without compromising sound quality or comfort. Many studies have been published on end user’s preference for ReSound’s sound processing, NoiseTracker II noise reduction and Natural Directionality II with Surround Sound features.” (Kochkin & Tyler, 2008, Surr, et al. 1985 & 1999).

It should be noted that hearing aids alone have been used in tinnitus treatment programs with success (Surr et al., 1985; Surr et al., 1999; Sanchez & Stephens, 2000).

Treatment of hearing loss and tinnitus using the ReSound TSG as a combination device can assist in reducing the perception of tinnitus by applying an adjustable white noise, which can help a person learn to ignore or habituate to the sound of their tinnitus. ReSound TSG is a hearing aid worn during the day that will also serve to improve communication, while providing sound therapy.

The unique features incorporated into the ReSound tinnitus units are easy to activate, adjust and update according to client’s preference and with the ability to stream wirelessly, ReSound presents an unlimited number of options to assist the client’s ability to manage his/her tinnitus.

ReSound TSG models incorporate an additional Tinnitus Sound Generator screen in the ReSound SmartFit fitting software, where activation and adjustment of the white noise generator occurs; this feature defaults to “off” until activated by the clinician. This enables the audiologist to determine when and how to use this type of sound enrichment.

The sound generator in ReSound TSG relies on an ear-level white noise generator to help reduce the contrast of the tinnitus to the background environment, helping the brain to learn to habituate to the tinnitus or the client learning to ignore the tinnitus. Research suggests that masker only devices will not only be difficult to set in treating tinnitus depending on the degree or volume of the perceived tinnitus, but additionally the effectiveness of true maskers will decrease over time (Dineen et al, 1999; Erlandsson et al, 1987; Hiller & Haerkotter, 2005; Jakes et al, 1992). True Sound Therapy, especially when used as part of a Tinnitus Retraining Program (including a counseling component) has not only been proven successful, but some believe that this type of therapy eventually eliminates the need for a noise generating device altogether (Jastreboff et al, 1996 Schleunig & Johnson, 1997).

Even in the case of other more progressive tinnitus programs such as Progressive Tinnitus Management, the need to provide whatever sound “works” for the individual client makes the adaptability of the device selected critical.

Additionally, exclusive to ReSound, is the ReSound TSG Environmental Steering feature, which will decrease the sound generator volume automatically when noise or speech is present, and return to the pre-set sound generator levels when the client is in quiet or soft speech environments. With flexibility as the motivation behind the ReSound TSG technology, the Tinnitus Sound Generator should be considered a viable option.

**METHODS**

61 interviews were conducted with dispensing Audiologists in VA clinics. Audiologists were randomly selected from the ReSound database with only one prerequisite: that he or she has ordered the ReSound TSG devices since November, 1, 2009. The survey sample was identified and evaluated by account managers and reported to be experienced with treating tinnitus and trained on appropriate use of the ReSound TSG device fitting guidelines. Data collection took place from September 1st through November 24th, 2010. Complete confidentiality was maintained by first confirming fitting audiologist according to serial numbers of ReSound TSG devices, then removing dispensing audiologist information from interview data and assigning data to a numerical region. Population fit with ReSound TSG devices by audiologists were veterans from any conflict with age ranging from 24 years to 88 years, predominately male. This follows typical VA trends.

Interviews were conducted over the phone by inside account managers trained on ReSound TSG features. Questions were posed on a ten point scale, however, optional comments following each question were encouraged by interviewer. If unlisted responses were provided by the responder, the category options were updated to ensure complete option list and exclude any biases on the part of the interviewee. Unlimited time was given for answering each question maximizing the validity and thoroughness of the responses.
CONCLUSION

Evidence from the survey demonstrated the effectiveness of the ReSound TSG device in helping clinicians achieve their tinnitus treatment goals, and provides the flexibility to meet individual client’s needs with a ‘significant or satisfactory’ improvement found in 83% of respondents who activated the Sound Generator in tinnitus fittings. (Figure 3)

Since 2007 tinnitus has increased more dramatically than hearing loss and is now the number one service connected disability in veterans. The research and statistics suggest that ReSound TSG is an efficient, effective, flexible and therefore viable option for use in VA clinics as a tinnitus tool. ReSound TSG is built with the flexibility and advanced technology to accomplish treating hearing loss and tinnitus in just one system, providing many conveniences. Capable tinnitus devices and tools are just one part of an effective, multidisciplinary approach to tinnitus management which should also include productive counseling support techniques and tinnitus education, such as Progressive Tinnitus Management, where a structured program using client education, sound enrichment/therapy and teaching coping techniques is used to manage reactions to tinnitus. With PTM the client is encouraged to use whatever sound works to manage reactions to tinnitus and is part of the process to develop a “sound therapy toolbox,” which can continuously be updated through categories of sounds. Each sound enrichment plan is customized to address client’s individual needs (Henry, et al, 2005). Utilization of complete evidence based programs, such as PTM may even further improve the success of tinnitus tools such as ReSound TSG.

According to this Sound Classification chart, ReSound TSG falls into at least two groups (Figure 4):

1. **Soothing**: Feel instantly better when this type of sound is heard
2. **Background**: Neutral sound; easy to ignore, but provides noise to defocus from tinnitus
3. **Interesting**: Completely controls or shifts auditory attention from tinnitus to sound

The data suggest ReSound TSG can help provide significant improvement for veterans suffering from tinnitus. ReSound TSG offers the flexibility to address your client’s needs, for both hearing loss and tinnitus treatment. Future studies need to incorporate the type of counseling or tinnitus management being performed in conjunction with the ReSound TSG tinnitus tool, to better understand the interaction between the two.
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